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1.  Introduction

1.1 An extraordinary 2012

1.2 Platform Strategy

1.3 Connected Studio

Our aspiration is that Future Media will be a catalyst for change for a 
converged future, moving from BBC Online to the BBC, online.

In 2012 BBC Online delivered the first Digital Olympics. We aimed for the 
London 2012 Olympics to do for digital what the 1953 Coronation did for 
Television, and audiences liked what we did. The BBC Olympic app was 
downloaded 1.9 million times, and we had 12 million requests from mobiles 
for video. We had a record breaking 57 million global browsers to the 
BBC Sport site, an average of 9.5m per day. 24 live streams of Olympics 
content were made available online, and in HD and SD to cable and satellite 
providers, delivering 2500 hours of coverage to our audiences. Each stream 
was viewed over 100 000 times delivering a Red Button reach of 32 million.
 
As part of our digital legacy, R&D worked with Japanese broadcaster NHK 
to film highlights in Super Hi-Vision, 16 x HD. It was billed as the biggest 
broadcast event of our lifetime, but for Future Media, it set a new benchmark 
in audience expectations. 

So what next?

This year we will explore further the capabilities provided by cloud technology 
to build, test and deploy key components of our platform and services. We 
have several projects already in the pipeline that are due to deliver in the first 
half of FY13/14 and it is through these test cases that we will consider to what 
extent to scale the implementation of cloud services in the future.

This involves:

• Introducing the cloud as a technology platform

• Implementing continuous delivery

• Continuing improvement to platform efficiency, security, resilience and 
scalability

• Consolidation of data centre footprint and decommissioning of old 
platforms to drive a simpler overall platform

• Improving global performance

As of April 2013, the Connected Studio delivered 27 pilots to the Connected 
Studio website, 76 original proof of concepts and 18 events, with 5 Product 
pilots on target to deliver. Events have been represented by over 200 
agencies / freelancers, and the feedback suggests the wider industry 
approves. 
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1.4 Putting Quality First

1.5  Connected Strategy

In FY12/13 each of BBC Online’s Products held a Connected Studio event 
focussed on relevant areas of opportunity. This year the Connected Studio 
programme will continue to deliver medium term innovation to our portfolio, 
with a focus on products and service layer development. There will be fewer 
studios overall and more of these will be targeted at technical partners.

FY12/13 represented the final year of our three year Putting Quality First 
strategy, which successfully met the ambition to reduce the scale and scope 
of BBC Online. By FY 13/14, we committed to:

• Doing fewer things better, against the BBC’s five editorial priorities

• Halving the number of top-level directories (i.e. /sitename) down from 400 
to 200

• Reducing costs by 25% 

• Doubling the traffic we send to other websites, helping the broader UK 
digital economy

We have successfully met the first three of these commitments. The scale of 
market change in the three year period – in particular the massive increase 
in mobile and tablet usage – has meant the fourth has been a challenge. 
However, increasing the volume of external traffic BBC Online generates 
remains a priority for the service as a whole.

Connected Strategy Aim #1: Connected

BBC Online will focus on delivering one service,  
from one converged platform.

The service BBC Online provides will be greater than the sum of its parts. We 
have already delivered standardised sign-in procedures that enable richer 
pan-portfolio recommendations, and shared “add to favourites” technology 
across the Products. We will build on this foundation so all our products will 
feel familiar, interconnected and recognisably BBC. We will build once, use 
many times, sharing knowledge and code bases across the portfolio. 

We need a deeper integration between online and broadcast. In December 
2012 Connected Red Button was launched in Virgin TiVo homes, which 
brings broadcast and online television seamlessly together– allowing the 
viewer to access on-demand content, overlay programme data, “favourite” 
programmes, or play-along with live TV. The Antiques Roadshow playalong 
‘app’ is just the first example of what is possible using this technology.
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 Connected Strategy Aim #2: Curated

BBC Online will focus on Personalisation and Location:  
content that responds to context is more compelling.

The BBC’s digital services are unique in their potential to drive deeper and 
more direct relationships with audiences. By working with location services 
we will work to make all BBC Products location aware, offering new levels of 
context to auto-surface relevant content. 

We will focus on personalisation and socialisation of services. By signing-
in, it will become easier to get to the programmes, News and Sport you’re 
interested in. Content will come to you and you’ll be kept up-to-date on more 
of the things you want, making it easy to discover new things, based on 
people with similar tastes. We will develop a more strategic approach to our 
social activity through third parties like Twitter and Facebook.

Connected Strategy Aim #3: Open for All 

BBC Online will continue to champion open as standard

In March 2013 we made the TV Application Layer Open Source. This is the 
technology that allows us to build audience-facing products once, which then 
plug into an increasingly diverse set of connected TVs, games consoles, 
set top boxes and Blu-ray devices in the market. The BBC uses it for BBC 
iPlayer, News, Sport and Connected Red Button; and this code is now 
available to the market through open source sharing GitHub: http://fmtvp.
github.com/tal/ . 

We hope that by sharing this in the market it will encourage more application 
development in the Connected TV sector. We will continue to share with the 
wider industry.

Alongside this, we will continue to support BBC Learning’s drive to improve 
media literacy in the UK. Last year Learning’s work focussed not just on 
getting more people online, but on increasing use and understanding of the 
internet, for example the multiplatform “Share Take Care” season around 
information security. This year, with our support, Learning will develop and 
extend this work with partners Go-On UK under the “Get Connected”, “Get 
Smart” and “Get Creative” brands. 
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2. QRV Objectives

2.1 BBC Online

   * 12/13 numbers are unaudited year end outturns

Quality, Reach and Value for money are used to set annual targets at a 
service and product level. Progress towards these targets is monitored 
throughout the year. They include consumption across desktop, Connected 
TV, Mobile and Tablet.

QRV FY 12/13 (Actual) FY 13/14 (Target)

Reach CMI
(Online Population)

Mar 13 59.5%
FY Q4 61.1%
FY 12/13 60.0%

65%

Reach CMI
(UK Population)

Mar 13 48.4%
FY Q4 49.4%
FY 12/13 48.0%%

50%

Quality AI
(FY Q4)

FY Q4 78.4

Sites:
90%  >  70
50%  >  80

80

Value Service Licence (gross) £103.0m* £103.5m
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2.2 Broadcast Red Button

 
  * 12/13 numbers are unaudited year end outturns

2.3 Combined BBC Online/ 
 Red Button Reach Studio

In addition to our IP delivered services, we will continue to deliver broadcast 
Red Button services (delivered through TV spectrum on Satellite, Cable or 
DTT).

As a result of adjustments made at the time of Delivering Quality First (DQF), 
this service has been scaled back to a single stream on all platforms.

Our targets reflect the need for consolidation in our Quality and Reach 
metrics whilst working with a reduced budget.

Our converged future – illustrated by the advent of the Connected Red Button 
as well as our increasingly strong product structures - means that the lines 
between the Red Button and BBC Online are steadily blurring. From FY 13/14 
we will therefore be tracking and targeting a combined BBC Online / Red 
Button reach figure. 

FY 12/13 (Actual) FY 13/14 (Target)

Reach CMI
(UK Population)

Mar 13 17.5m
FY Q4 16.5m
FY 12/13 15.4m

17.1m

Quality AI
(FY Q4)

Mar 13 76.8
FY Q4 76.2
FY 12/13 77.9

76.7

Value Service Licence (gross) £15.6m* £14.2m

FY 12/13  
(Actual Oct 12 to Mar 13 – no 
data available before Oct 12)

FY 13/14 (Target)

Reach CMI
(UK Population) 63.9% 66.0%
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3.  Budget

3.1 BBC Online

3.2 Red Button

4. BBC Online Product Priorities

4.1 News

As outlined above, the Putting Quality First strategy included a commitment 
to reduce service licence spend by 25% from c£137m in FY10/11 to c£103m 
by FY13/14. In order to achieve these reductions we frontloaded the savings 
required and as such our target for FY13/14 matches the PQF ambition.

BBC Online currently operates under an external spend quota as a condition 
of its service licence. The quota requirement is 25% of spend classified as 
eligible. The BBC Online external spend strategy paper approved by the 
Executive Board and Trust has redefined eligible activity for external spend 
to provide greater clarity and simplicity. These revised definitions were 
introduced in FY12/13. The plans in this paper are designed to ensure BBC 
Online continues to meet this 25% quota in FY 13/14.

The Red Button service licence budget has decreased to £14.2m in FY13/14 
from c£17m in FY12/13. This is mainly driven by reductions in content costs 
that arose from the decision to reduce Red Button services on DSAT to one 
stream in line with DTT.

• Progress the rollout of News’ Responsive Design on bbc.co.uk/news 
product to serve an increasingly mobile audience

• Deliver key foundations of our Politics offering towards the Scottish 
Referendum in 2014 and the General Election in 2015

• Increase the relevance of our Local BBC News offerings by adopting 
dynamically supported aggregation

• Improve the Live and Breaking News formats on BBC News to keep 
audience informed of live events across the country

• Increase the depth of the BBC News offering for connected TV users

• Deliver World Service content in responsive designs to improve speed 
and availability to mobile users

• Progress the use of Linked Open Data across BBC News’ services in 
partnership with other News organisations
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4.2 Weather

4.3 Knowledge & Learning

4.4 CBBC

• Improve mobile experience to give our users more immediate, accessible 
and localised weather information

• Provide our audience with location based weather warnings, to highlight 
any detailed alerts in their area during adverse weather

• Launch the new Knowledge & Learning proposition, including rebranding 
the product

• Development of the new content formats and associated workflow

• Organise new and existing content around real world concepts such as 
people, places and events to improve discoverability

• Migration of approx. 10,000 audio and video clips from the current Class 
Clips website and approx. 2,000 revision guides from current Bitesize 
websites

• Introduction of content to support the new National 4 & 5 curriculum in 
Scotland

• Continued mothballing and decommissioning of legacy content

• Enable a responsive experience across all devices

• Continue to expand our Mobile games offer, developed in HTML5, which 
showcase key brands across tablet, mobile and desktop

• Explore companion applications, using key brands, delivered over mobile 
and connected TV

• Extend the CBBC social roadmap of multiplayer games and  “Connected 
Friends” with challenges/notifications and rewards to give children more 
reasons to sign in to MyCBBC

• Explore opportunities for CBBC on mobile which surfaces key brands and 
reaches an audience which CBBC has not served to-date, linking them 
back to fun experiences on the CBBC public service site
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4.5 CBeebies

4.6 Sport

4.7 Homepage/
 Travel News/
 Location
 

• Enable a responsive experience across all devices

• Develop a “Summer of Wildlife” set of features to keep children engaged 
and inspired throughout the summer season

• Continue to expand our Mobile games offer, developed in HTML5, which 
showcase key brands across tablet, mobile and desktop

• Launch an awareness campaign to make parents aware of the benefits 
of going online to visit CBeebies with their children. This campaign will be 
supported by a range of educational and fun user journeys and tools

• Explore opportunities for CBeebies on mobile that will showcase a range 
of CBeebies brands

• Leverage Olympic technology legacy to deliver 2013 major events 
(Wimbledon, F1, both of the Ashes, new Football season, Rugby League 
World Cup and ‘Summer of Athletics’) across four screens

• Continued feature development for mobile applications, bringing new 
features, content and personalisation into the app

• Explore how responsive design can continue to benefit Sport across 
multiple screens

• Begin replacement of the existing Sport Data delivery chain to deliver 
faster, more accurate and more reliable services to audiences

• Continue to define and develop customisation options, integrating behind 
BBC ID where appropriate

• Consolidate the Homepage across screens, likely through responsive 
design

• Move to a data-driven development approach, with live A/B testing

• Understand how to consolidate the global Homepage experience

• Improve the Travel News website and make it more accessible to mobile 
devices

• Redefine the Location Service so that all products can use the most 
appropriate location information to customise products across screens 
and platforms
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 4.8 Search

4.9 TV and iPlayer

4.10 Radio and Music 

• Following the procurement of the new search provider, FY13/14 will see 
a two-stage migration from the existing provider to the new, delivering 
significant improvements in the search experience by the end of the year

• We will move as close as possible to a single, unified search experience, 
available across screens and platforms

• Legacy search products will be decommissioned where possible

• Make BBC iPlayer a softer landing for mainstream audiences, ensuring it 
is easier to discover and play programmes

• Take iPlayer ‘beyond catch-up’ to showcase the full breadth of the BBC 
Television offer

• Increase editorial curation within iPlayer in a way that extends the power 
of our broadcast channels and opens up the breadth and richness of BBC 
Television for our audiences

• Drive consistency and coherency, so users have a familiar and rewarding 
experience in iPlayer regardless of screen

• Address the fragmentation on mobile, and ensure where possible iPlayer 
achieves feature and device parity across Android and iOS

• Continue to reinvent Red Button as a means of bridging broadcast and 
connected experiences in a way that elegantly makes the technology 
invisible

• Get dual-screen right, building companion experiences that genuinely 
enhance our programmes

• Develop iPlayer Radio on mobiles, tablets and Connected TVs, including 
major events such as Glastonbury and then across the portfolio as a 
whole

• Develop live music and music performance to reflect rapidly changing 
user expectations

• Improve discoverability of our content – particularly in speech and news

• Build on the live experience we have established to make it more 
engaging across all genres


